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Elena Croitoru (Galaţi)

Negotiating the Meaning of Grammatical 
Constructions with some English Confusables

 Кључне речи:
semantic relation, grammatical 
construction, confusables, 
meaning negotiation, pairs, 
adjoinment series.

Ауторка се бави оним значењима речи која 
зависе од начина на који су оне укључене у 
фразе и реченице. Посебну пажњу поклања 
терминима у граматичким конструкцијама. 
Она посебно подвлачи речи које имају 
двосмислена значења и које представљају 
велике потешкоће у превођењу.

Traditional grammars give very little in-
formation as far as the semantic rela-

tions between words and groups of words are 
concerned. Neither do they make references, 
as Nida put it (Nida 1996: 95), to the major 
semantic classes (such as entities, activities, 
states as the result of some activity or event, 
processes involving a change of state or char-
acteristics, characteristics and links) that are 
essential in understanding the meaningful 
relations between the terms in grammatical 
constructions. For example, with the tradi-
tionally called possessive constructions, the 
meaningful relations between the possessive 
noun or pronoun and the noun that follows 
are not necessarily those of “possession”. A 
construction such as Jane’s failing has a some-
what diff erent relation because the term fail-
ing is semantically complex and indicates 

both an entity [+abstraction] and an activity 
[+activity] i.e. the action of failing, so that 
the semantic relation can be stated as the 
person does the activity (X does Y). Nouns, 
belonging to the class of entities, and verbal 
forms, belonging to the class of activities, can 
co-occur in genitive constructions, but the 
meaning relations between the parts of such 
constructions are entirely diff erent. Moreo-
ver, the surface structure (SS) can be mislead-
ing. In the construction Jane’s failing, the 
relation of the noun failing to Jane is not one 
of possession like in genitive constructions 
such as Jane’s shoes [+possession] = belong-
ing to Jane, Jane’s house [±possession] = Jane 
may or may not own the house, Jane’s son 
[-possession], [+kinship] = a biological re-
lation, Jane’s husband [–possession] [+fam-
ily relations] = a marriage relationship, or 
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(1) Jane’s failing is that she is not self-possessed. – this seems to be the only imperfection
[–possession] or weakness about her behaviour
[+state] (R: slăbiciune, cusur)
[+behaviour]

(2) Jane’s failing to bring it to a good end was quite a surprise. – the fact that she did not succeed in doing it.
[+activity] (R: Faptul că nu a reuşit…)
[+result]

Jane’s punishment [–possession] [+harm] = a 
doer-recipient relation, but it is referring to 
her imperfection or weakness. On the other 
hand, this meaningful relation diff ers from 

that between failing showing activity and 
Jane as the conceptual nucleus. Consider the 
following sentences:

In sentence 2), the semantic relation is 
equivalent to saying “X does Y”. In its turn, 
it is diff erent from the semantic relation be-
tween punishment and Jane in the construc-
tion Jane’s punishment which means that Jane 
gets punished, i.e., “X suff ers Y”.

Th e noun failing can be confused by non-
native speakers of English with the noun 
failure, the relation between the two nouns 
not being the same as between Jane and fail-
ing in such constructions, since failure means 
the act of failing, referring to the result:

(3) Jane’s failure was quite a surprise. – the fact that she was not successful
[–possession] (R: eşec, nereuşită)
[+state]
[+behaviour]

Th e result of the activity of failing is also meant in sentences like:

(4) As a doctor she is a complete failure. – someone failing
[–possession] (R: incompetent)
[+state]
[+behaviour]

(5) The drought and the scorching sun caused crop failure. – non production
[+process] (R: compromitere a recoltei; recoltă slabă)
[+result]
[+damage]

(6) His business fi nally came to a failure. – bankruptcy
[+process] (R: faliment)
[+result]

In terms of causality, transitivity choices, 
explicitly indicated in sentence 5), the se-
mantic relation is “X causes Y”. In its passive 

counterpart – Crop failure was caused by 
the drought and scorching sun, the semantic 
relation is “Y causes X”.
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Similarly, the semantic relation in the 
construction Mary’s canary is diff erent 

from the one in the construction Mary’s 
cannery:

(7) I didn’t know that Mary’s canary had died. – the small singing bird that Mary has as a pet
[+possession] (R: canar)
[+animate]

(8a) We were anxious about Mary’s cannery going – the factory that Mary owns
to a bankruptsy. (R: fabrica de conserve a Mariei)

[+possession]
[–animate]

(8b) I didn’t have the slightest idea of where – the factory where Mary works putting food
Mary’s cannery was. into cans; refernce made to the fact that

[+place] Mary works in a particular place.
[–possession] (R: fabrica de conserve unde lucrează Maria)

Th us it is obvious that the meanings of 
words depend on certain linguistic conven-
tions, on the one hand, and on inferences 
from real-world knowledge, on the other. 
Th at is to say, they depend on the way they 
pattern into phrases and sentences and on 
how they are used in situational contexts. 
Th erefore, since “meaning is use”, the mean-
ing of words and phrases diff ers according 
to their use in diff erent contexts and situa-
tions, and, as Teubert puts it, the central pro-
gramme of ‘corpus semantics’ is to develop a 
theory of meaning (Teubert 1999).

According to M. Stubbs (2001), such a 
theory of meaning should start from tradi-
tional concepts of lexical semantics including 
meaning as use, denotation and connotation, 
lexical fi elds, sense relations, phraseology 
and collocations. From a structural point of 
view, the vocabulary of a language consists 
of repeated pairs and sets of words.

Th e corpus analyzed in this paper sums 
up 32 lexical items. Originally, it consisted 
of a collection of 5000 lexical items used in 
English and Romanian diff erent text types 
including fi ction and non-fi ction (special-
ized texts from literary criticism, linguistics, 
art, history, religion, geography, economics, 

science and technology), written and spoken, 
formal and informal.

Th e observational data obtained from 
analysing this large text collection were 
considered to be the main evidence for the 
uses and meanings of words, collocations 
and phrases. However, due to the diffi  culties 
encountered with the confusable (trouble-
some) words in textual analysis, translation 
practice and oral interpreting, we focused 
our research on confusables, as sources of se-
mantic ambiguity and as translation traps.

Th e corpus was designed for both teach-
ing and research purposes. Considering the 
many diff erent users, the diff erent levels of 
language analysis, as well as text typology, 
certain inferences could be made about typi-
cal language use.

Th e English confusables may be studied 
in terms of their meanings, uses, collocability 
and sentence patterning. Our analysis was 
based on the following criteria, with their 
subsequent typology and overlapping:

A. Formal methodological criteria
• Alphabetical order
• Pairing
• Adjoinment in series
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Th e alphabetical order was considered to 
be the most useful enabling the “end-user” 
to easily fi nd the lexical item he is most in-
terested in. Pairing distinguishes especially 
between homophones, and between the 
troublesome lexical items whose forms bring 
about confusions.

Adjoinment in series displays the capacity 
of words to undergo conversion.

B. Linguistic criteria
• (Morpho)Phonemic
• Morphological
• Semantic

(Morpho)Phonemic criteria are best rep-
resented by the description of the meanings 
and uses of homophones.

Morphological criteria are represented by 
derivation and conversion, not necessarily 
in this order.

Semantic criteria are essential for lexical 
items in making up various lexical/semantic 
fi elds.

C. Stylistic and register criteria
Indications about the variety of English 

and about the register in which a lexical item 
occurs are as important as those referring to 
the modal concepts or degree of modality 
expressed.

Th e overlapping of the above mentioned 
criteria may constitute a source of error for 
the Romanian learners of English and a re-
search domain for linguists.

In order to illustrate the criteria applied, 
we analysed a few pairs and adjoinment se-
ries of confusables.

Th e pair of homophones faint, feint is 
characterized by semantic features that make 
the diff erences obvious in such contexts as:

(9) The old man was faint with hunger. – very weak, about to lose consciousness
[+weakness] (R: foarte slăbit, fără vlagă)
[physical state]

(10) Faint sounds could be heard downstairs. – weak, feeble
[–audibility] (R: slab)
[+circumstance]

(11) The darker it was getting, the fainter the colours were. – pale, fading out
[–visibility] (R: pal, şters)
[+state]

(12) It was only faint memories from his childhood that came – vague, remote
to his mind.  (R: vag)

[+remoteness]
[+mental state]

(13) I didn’t have the faintest idea of the results. – nothing
[–cognition] (R: nici cea mai vagă idee, nimic)
[+mental state]

(14) Faint heart never won fair lady. (proverb). – lacking courage
[–courage] (R: cine nu riscă, nu câştigă)
[+behaviour]

(15) He fainted because of high fever. – to lose consciousness unexpectedly
[+illness] (R: a leşina)
[+physical state]
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In the sentences above, the major se-
mantic classes, essential for the meaningful 
relations between the terms in grammatical 
constructions, to which faint may belong 
are: a) characteristics in sentences 10, 11 
states (usually the result of some activity or 
event) in sentence 1, 3, 4, 5, 7. Th e syntactic 
functions of faint are that of complement in 

sentences 9, 11, subject in sentences 10, 12, 14, 
and predicate in sentence 15. Th e meaning 
and the use of faint in a cleft  sentence 12, and 
in a comparative clause 11 make it even more 
diff erent from its uses in other contexts.

Within this pair, faint/feint, conversion 
can be mentioned with feint. Consider the 
sentences:

(16) With a feint, Chuck knocked down his two opponents. – false attack
[+falsity] (R: fentă, atac simulat)
[+violence]

(17) First Chuck feinted with his left hand. – pretended to atack
[+activity] (R: simulează un atac, s-a făcut că atatcă)
[+violence]
[+misleading]

In these sentences feint is a noun, be-
longing to the class of entities (in sentence 
16), meaning false attack or blow with the 
purpose of drawing the enemy’s attention 
away from the real danger, and a verb, be-
longing to the class of activities (in sentence 
17), meaning to pretend to hit with one hand 
but to use the other. Its syntactic functions 
are adjunct of manner represented by a PP 
and predicate represented by the VP  whose 
head is an intransitive verb, respectively.

Th e criterion most frequently applied 
was the misleading spelling with pairs or 
adjoinment series such as: allude, elude; af-
fl ict, infl ict; collide, collied; collision, collusion; 
fi erce, fi ery; fl atter, fl utter; lop, lope; migrate, 
emigrate; parched, perched; ramble, rumble; 

assure, ensure, insure; delude, deluge, delusion, 
etc. With most of them, the components may 
have nothing to do with one another con-
cerning their meanings and uses in context. 
For example, the common feature of the 
adjectives making up the pair fi erce, fi ery 
is that both belong to the semantic class of 
characteristics and are marked [±abstract]. 
Nevertheless, the distinctive feature is [+ani-
mate] with the former, and [–animate] with 
the latter. Moreover, they diff er in terms of 
collocability and sentence patterning, al-
though they may partially share the semantic 
feature [+anger]. What distinguished them 
in such cases is that fi erce is marked [+vio-
lence]. Consider the sentences:

(18) After that decision, a fi erce attack on the government – violent
policy followed.  (R: îndârjit, înverşunat)

[+violence]

(19) That odd justice aroused fi erce resentment. – very strong emotions
[+anger] (R: înverşunat, pătimaş)

(20) The competition for job is fi erce because of too – very severe
much unemployment.  (R: competiţie strânsă)

[+struggle]
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As it is obvious in the sentence above, 
fi erce is [+abstract] in sentences 18–20, and 
[-abstract] in sentences 21, 22 and 23. Due to 
its mark, [+violence], fi erce covers the whole 
range of strong feelings from “very angry” to 

“terrible”. Grammatically, its most frequent 
occurrences are in complement (20, 22b) 
and attributive (18–22a) positions. It usually 
comes aft er copulative verbs of seeming and 
appearing (22b), or aft er be (20). It occurs 
as subject position (in 18 and 21), and in DO 
position (19, 22a). Its adverbial function (23) 
is specifi c to informal English.

Unlike fi erce which occurs in predicative 
position, besides its attributive occurrence in 
collocations, the adjective fi ery occurs only 
in collocations (24, 25) in DO  position.
Pairing based on affi  xation was also prevail-
ing, including such pairs as contention, con-
tentment – [+abstraction], [+formal], both 
belonging to the class of entities. Th e former 
has the feature [+attitude], whereas the latter 
is marked [+feeling]. Compare:

(21) A fi erce wind was blowing and prevented them from – terrible
 going on their way.  (R: cumplit)

[+obstacle]

(22a) He had a fi erce look on his face. – very angry
[+anger] (R: cumplit, plin de mânie)

(22b) He turned round looking fi erce. – very frightened
[+fright] (R: fi oros, cumplit)

(23) It was raining something fi erce all day long yesterday. – more heavily than usual
[+intensity] (R: mai tare decât de obicei)

(24) He used to have a fi ery temper. – becoming angry very quickly
[+impulsiveness] (R: irascibil)

(25) He delivered a fi ery speech. – showing or encouraging anger
[+resultative] (R: înfl ăcărat)
[+purpose]

(26a) They fi rmly opposed that contention. – opinion
[+opinion] (R: părere)

(26b) It was his contention that the plan would never have – assertion that
been successful if his colleagues hadn’t helped him. (R: afi rmaţii, părere, spuneau că…)

[+opinion]
[+assertion]

(27) He was lying on the grass in obvious contentment. – satisfaction
[+modality] (R: mulţumire)
[+delight]

It is worthwhile mentioning that the 
noun contention, also occurring with the 

meaning of dispute, arguing and competing 
as in the sentences:
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(28a) The result of the inquiry was the main point of contention. – dispute
[+dispute] (R: dispută, controversă)

(28b) This problem is no longer in contention. – dispute
[–dispute] (R: dispută, controversă)

Its frequency in propositional phrases is 
also obvious: it either takes the preposition of 
(e.g. bone of contention) or in (in contention), 
making up nominal collocations.

For Romanian learners of English, such 
adjoinment series if confusables as barbarian, 
barbaric, barbarous are sources of semantic 
ambiguities and translation errors, as well as 
in terms of collocability and sentence pat-

terning, Th eir common semantic feature is 
that they refer to uncivilized people, being 
marked [–civilized], [+cruelty]. However, 
the semantic diff erence is that barbarian 
belongs to the class of entities [–abstrac-
tion] and rarely to that of characteristics, 
whereas barbaric and barbarous belong only 
to the class of characteristics. Consider the 
sentences:

(29a) Some barbarians come to live there long ago. – savage, wild people not knowing civilization
[–abstraction] (R: barbar)
[+human]
[–civilized]

(29b) It seemed to him that such words could be uttered – a person who does not show respect for
only by barbarians.  education

[–abstraction] (R: persoană necivilizată)
[+human]
[–politeness]

(29c) A barbarian tribe lived in that place. – uncivilized people
[–abstraction] (R: de barbari)
[+human]
[–civilized]

(30) It was reported to have been a barbaric act of terrorism. – cruel
[±abstraction]  (R: barbar, cumplit)
[+cruelty]

(31) I couldn’t believe my eyes on seeing such barbaric clothes – crudely rich
[–abstraction]  (R: bestial, neşlefuit, de prost gust)
[+adornment]

(32) The land was beautiful but the villagers were savage – shockingly uncivilized
barbarous people.  (R: necivilizat, barbar)

[–abstraction]
[+human]
[–civilized]

(33) The prisoner was shocked to have been given such – extremely cruel
a barbarous treatment.  (R: barbar, cumplit)

[–abstraction]
[+behaviour]
[+cruelty]
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Th e noun barbarian is the general word, 
but the collocations are troublesome espe-
cially in translation in that barbarian is [+hu-
man], whereas barbaric and barbarous are 
[±animate], occurring in collocations such 
as barbaric act/noise/clothes, but barbarous 
people/treatment/music/language. Another 
distinctive feature is that barbaric and barba-
rous are oft en marked for modality and have 
metaphorical meanings. Grammatically, the 
frequency of occurrence with the last two 
adjectives is on complement position aft er 

the copulative verb be. However, they also 
occur in attributive position, as DOs, and 
with adverbial function (reason, cause). It 
is only the adjective barbarous that occurs 
in passivals (35).

As far as the register indications are con-
cerned, all the nouns belonging to a series 
of confusables can be marked [+formal]. 
Consider the following sentences in which 
the confusables esteem, estimate, estimation 
occur:

(34) He couldn’t have a wink of sleep because of the wild – extremely noisy
barbarous music.  (R: cumplit, îngrozitor)

[–abstraction]
[+noise]

(35) Their language sounded so barbarous to my ears. – not accepting the classical standard
[+impulsiveness] (R: plin de barbarisme/cuvinte îngrozitoare,
[–abstraction] care sună îngrozitor)
[–acceptability]

(36) The organization of that syposium showed our esteem – respect towards someone
towards the distinguished linguist.  (R: apreciere, stimă, consideraţie)

[+formal]
[+appreciation]

(37a) Our estimate of the costs were wrong. – judgement of something
[+formal] (R: apreciere, evaluare)
[+evaluation]

(37b) At a rough estimate there were about 12,000 people – judgement of something
on the stadium. (R: apreciere, evaluare)

[+evaluation]

(37c) The manager’s estimate that the goods should be – judgement of something
 delivered before the end of May was correct.  (R: apreciere, evaluare)

(38) In our estimation, this will bring about further problems. – opinion
[+evaluation] (R: apreciere, părere)

Th e meaning of the three confusable 
nouns is entirely diff erent, and the relations 
between the parts of the grammatical con-
structions and between the clause constitu-
ents obviously change from one context to 

another. Th e grammatical status of the three 
nouns is also diff erent: the noun esteem takes 
the preposition towards, and the noun esti-
mate takes both the preposition of (indicat-
ing that what follows is linked with what has 
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preceded), and the conjunction that (mark-
ing a wh-clause which occurs at Q), whereas 
the noun estimation does not take any. Th e 
function of the noun esteem, marked [+ab-
straction], meaning respect towards some-
one, is that of DO , whereas the functions 
of the noun estimate [+abstraction], +of or 
+that, meaning judgment of something, are 
those of subject (37.a) and adjunct of man-
ner expressed by the collocational PP  at a 
rough estimate which takes front position 
for emphasis (37.b). Th e meaningful relation 
between the possessive determiner our and 
the noun estimate is not that of possession, 
but that of judgment made by someone as in 
context 37c, where, grammatically, semanti-
cally and in terms of register, it requires the 
subjunctive mood. Th ere is one similarity 
in terms of grammar, i.e., the function of 

adjunct represented by PP  with the nouns 
estimate (37.b) and estimation (38).

Th ese three troublesome nouns are most 
oft en confused by Romanian learners of 
English.

Consequently, the analysis of the mean-
ingful relations between the constituents 
of grammatical constructions proves that 
it is very important to know the semantic 
relations between words in order to make 
the right word and the right grammatical 
construction match an adequate context.

All these aspects of the corpus-based 
analysis are relevant for the semantic and 
grammatical behaviour of the confusables 
that are real sources of semantic ambiguities 
and translation errors, on the one hand, and 
of ungrammaticality, on the other.

 summary
 Σ  Negotiating the Meaning of Grammatical Constructions with some English 

Confusables

The meanings of words depend on the way they pattern into pharses and sentences and 
how they are used in situational contexts, the development of a theory of meaning being 
the central programme of ’corpus semantics’.

Th e meaning relations between the terms in grammatical constructions is as interesting 
as useful to study in foreign language teaching , so much the more as the surface structure 
can be misleading .

Due to the diffi  culties and misunderstandings brought about by the English confusables 
(troublesome words) in text analysis, translation practice and oral interpreting , some 
lexical items (confusables) are analysed in this paper. We consider such an analysis very 
useful since confusables are sources of semantic ambiguity and translation traps.
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